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Abstract

Controlling the shape and position of moving and pinned droplets on a solid surface

is an important feature often found in microfluidic applications. However, automating

them, e.g., for high-throughput applications, does rarely involve model-based optimal

control strategies. In this work, we demonstrate the optimal control of both the shape

and position of a droplet sliding on an inclined surface. This basic test case is a

fundamental building block in plenty of microfluidic designs. The static contact angle

between the solid surface, the surrounding gas, and the liquid droplet serves as the

control variable. By using several control patches, e.g., like done in electrowetting, the

contact angles are allowed to vary in space and time. In computer experiments, we are

able to calculate mathematically optimal contact angle distributions using gradient-

based optimization. The dynamics of the droplet are described by the Cahn–Hilliard–

Navier–Stokes equations. We anticipate our demonstration to be the starting point for

more sophisticated optimal design and control concepts.
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Introduction

In many droplet-based microfluidic processes and applications the precise shape and position

of the droplets over time play a significant role for the performance of the device. One exam-

ple is the transport of droplets in a lab-on-a-chip device. Here, the droplets get merged, split

and mixed at specific positions on the chip1. Thereby, the shape of the droplets influences

the heat and mass that is exchanged with the solid surface and the surrounding fluid phase2.

To enforce desired droplet movements and shapes, surfaces with complex patterns of different

wettability were heuristically designed3–8. In addition, active adjustment of droplets were

performed1,9,10.

A second example are optical applications where liquid droplets act as flexible lenses with

continuous refraction power ranges11–17. By adjusting their shape and position using active

adjustment of the contact angles, the curvature and hence the focal length can be precisely

tuned. This allows for interesting applications like a liquid lens in cameras18; see the recent

review by Mishra et al. for details19.

To control the shape or position of droplets or curved interfaces, some works proposed

feedback controllers20–23. While these controllers fulfill their task and allow for promising

applications, they enable only a rather crude adjustment of the droplet’s position and, in

particular, the shape of the curved interface. Especially for applications in optofluidics

however, precise control over the shape of the interface is crucial13.

A promising remedy is model-based optimal control. Mathematical optimal control

strategies had, and continue to have, great impact in industries like aviation, automotive,

and chemical, see the review by Lee on model predictive control24. Yet only very few articles

describe optimal control within the scope of droplet-based microfluidics. This includes the
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control of the footprint and shape of a static droplet25, the position of a moving droplet

and its shape in absence of gravity26, and the position of the gas-liquid interface of rising

liquid in a capillary27. However, the simultaneous and precise control of both the shape and

position of a droplet to fulfill a target in a mathematically optimal way is absent.

Therefore, we present the surface based control of both the shape and position of droplets.

The static contact angle between the solid surface, the surrounding gas and the liquid droplet

serves as the control variable. The dynamics of the droplet and the gas-liquid interface are

described by the Cahn–Hilliard–Navier–Stokes equations. We refer to our other works for a

detailed description of the mathematical setup28,29. The optimal control problem is solved

using a quasi-Newton method. Gradients are derived using adjoint calculus.

The capabilities of our approach are demonstrated using two test cases: The first one is

a simple but intriguing demonstration to introduce the concept. Here we consider a wetting

and receding droplet on a horizontal surface. The second, more complex example is inspired

by recent works, where the heat transfer into a sliding and pinned droplet is characterised2,

and where drops are trapped due to steep changes in the contact angle30. We assume, that

our approach and demonstration initiates further research on optimal control of droplet-based

microfluidics.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss the control problems and

our proof-of-concept. It follows a description of the control and the optimization problem in

and the forward model. Afterwards, some details about the implementation and calculation

are given. Finally, we present the results of the multiple control problems including the

sliding droplet. A summary and conclusion is the subject of the last section.

Description of Test Cases

To show the applicability of our approach, we consider several optimal control problems.

Thereby, we always aim to optimize both the shape and position of the droplet over a given
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time horizon.

Droplet on a Horizontal Surface

We start by revising one of the most simplest but still highly intriguing demonstrations of

electrowetting. The simplified setup is shown in Figure 1. A single droplet is placed on a

horizontal surface with an equilibrium contact angle of θeq = 90◦. The solid and dashed

line represent the initial and desired shape and position of the droplet. The control patches,

or electrodes, below the surface are used to dynamically change the actual contact angle θ.

In this way, the spreading length of the cap-shaped droplet can be precisely adjusted. In

an optical application for example this could lead to a modulation of the refractive power.

A further example would be the adaption of the heat transfer from the solid surface into

the droplet. As we are not concerned here with the technical implementation of the contact

angle modification we refer to the recent text book by Mugele and Heikenfeld for an extensive

description31.

Adjusting the voltage in the patches until the droplet reaches a specific shape and position

just by trial-and-error and experience can be cumbersome. This is especially true in complex

applications where inertial forces of the droplet or the surrounding phase might lead to ripples

or instabilities. Therefore we do not directly specify a contact angle θ to enforce a specific

shape of the droplet. In fact, we directly incorporate the desired shape and position of the

droplet into an optimal control problem.

initial shape/position
ϕ0

desired shape/position
ϕd at time t

control patches/
electrodes

Control with θ(x, t)

Figure 1: Illustration of the optimal control problem of the symmetric, cap-shaped droplet
on a horizontal surface.
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Pinning a Sliding Droplet

The example above can be extended to numerous more complex applications. Exemplarily,

we discuss a liquid droplet placed on an inclined solid surface. This example is inspired

by works, where the heat transfer into a sliding and pinned droplet is characterised2, and

where drops are trapped due to steep changes in the contact angle30. Here, we want to

accomplish a similar pinning of the droplet, i.e., we want to specify a desired position of the

droplet. In addition, we want the droplet to have a specific shape at a specific instance in

time. In Figure 2, the general physical setting of the problem is illustrated. A single droplet

(solid line) is placed on an inclined surface with an equilibrium contact angle of θeq = 90◦.

The dashed line represents the desired shape and position at some instance in time. It is

clear, that if no control action is taken, the droplet will slide down the surface driven by

gravity. However, with the help of the patches u1 to u4 we want to control the advancing

and receding contact angles θ1 and θ2 while the droplet slides along the surface. In this way,

we would be able to impose the desired shape and position at a specific time t (light gray).

Apparently, it would be highly cumbersome to find control actions for the patches u1 to

u4 by extensive trial-and-error. Furthermore, no guarantee can be given, that the control

action based on experience would be in some sense optimal. Again we formulate an optimal

control problem and incorporate the desired shape into the optimization functional.

initial shape/position desired shape/
position at time t

u1(t)
u2(t)

u3(t)
u4(t)

g
θ1 θ2

Figure 2: Physical setting of the optimal control problem.
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Control Actions

Four different types of control actions will be discussed in this work. We start with the most

simplest type and successively approach the proof-of-principle of an optimal control of both

the shape and position of a droplet.

A: Constant in Space and Time In this setting, the control is given by one contact an-

gle, that is constant with respect to space and time.

B: Spatially Adapted Here, we separate the surface into equally distributed stripes (or

electrodes) and solve the optimal control problem. Each strip can feature a different

but constant contact angle. Again, as the contact angles are constant in time (but not

in space), we aim to calculate the optimal design of a surface.

C: Temporal Switchable For the next step we consider a real active control problem.

That means, that this result can not be implemented in applications without some

kind of active control mechanism like electrowetting. In this example, we allow the

spatially homogeneous contact angle to switch at a few discrete instances in time.

This correspondences to electrowetting with a single electrode.

D: Changeable in Space and Time Finally, we consider the most general optimal con-

trol problem. This in fact is needed to consider the sliding droplet case. Therefore,

we combine the second and third example. The surface is separated into equally dis-

tributed stripes. Each stripe is allowed to switch its contact angle at a few discrete

instances in time.

In the following we consider the control actions A and B as passive controls or manufactured

controls, because the control action is predefined offline by the manufacturing of the solid

surface, while we call the control types C and D as active controls, as they are applied online,

while the actual dynamics happens.
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Construction of the Design/Control

In this section, we describe the optimization problem that we investigate to obtain optimal

controls, i.e. optimal distributions of contact angles with respect to time and space. The

following modeling is independent of the actual description of the droplet. We only assume,

that there is some measure to quantify the quality of a droplet with respect to some objective.

We give examples at the end of this section. We also refer to our complementary works for

an extensive description of the mathematical details28,29.

We assume, that we can influence the contact angle at the contact line with a suitable

control mechanism (i.e., electrowetting). To state the optimal control problem that defines

our controller, we assume, that we have some general description ϕ of the droplet. The

actual description of the droplet, i.e., its full position and shape, is defined and calculated

by the utilized forward model. Possible options contain a level set function or a phase-

field representation. Moreover, we have some abstract control variable u together with an

embedding operator B such that Bu models the actual applied distribution of contact angles

in space and time. We finally assume, that for any control u we can calculate a droplet ϕ(u)

utilizing some kind of forward model. The considered optimal control problem is given as

min
ϕ,u

J(ϕ, u) =
1

2

∫ T

0

∫
Ω

ω(t)|ϕ(t, x)− ϕd(t, x)|2 dx dt +
α

2

∫ T

0

∫
∂Ω

|(Bu)(t, x)|2 dx dt

subject to ϕ = ϕ(u),

cos θmax ≤ Bu+ cos(θeq) ≤ cos θmin,

(P)

where ϕd represent the desired shape and position of the droplet, α > 0 denotes a chosen

regularization parameter and θeq is the equilibrium contact angle of the solid surface without

any control action. The actual objective that we encode in the first addend of J is the

tracking of a given evolution ϕd over the time horizon [0, T ] in the least-squares sense by

minimizing their mismatch. We additionally add a time depending weight ω(t) ≥ 0 that can

be used to pronounce the mismatch in some parts of the time horizon. The second addend
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penalises strong control actions and can be used to minimize the controller energy. The angles

0 < θmin < θmax < π are given minimum and maximum contact angles. Note that cosine

is monotonically decreasing in this range, which leads to the unexpected direction of the

inequalities. This can encode physical restrictions, i.e., the contact angle can not be negative,

or technical issues, i.e., the control system or technique can not reach contact angles above

a certain value. We have chosen this constraint to closely resemble the Young-Lippmann

equation for basic electrowetting31. For example, if electrowetting is applied to manipulate

the contact angle, the maximum accessible contact angle is equal to the equilibrium contact

angle. Note, that the precise form of this objective J is not important for the conceptual

approach and one might use other models to quantify the quality of a given droplet or include

further restrictions. For a general introduction into the field of optimization with constraints

given by partial differential equations we refer to32,33.

Model for Control Action u

We model the control Bu by a linear combination of fixed and given control actions. Here

the control variable u = (urs)
s=1,...,S
r=1,...,R represents the amplitudes of R given control actions

(gr(t))
R
r=1 that purely depend on time and S control actions (fs(x))Ss=1 that purely depend

on space. We use the model

(Bu)(t, x) =
R∑
r=1

S∑
s=1

ursgr(t)fs(x). (1)

In this way we can describe the four settings (A–D) under consideration. To model the

setting A we use R = 1, g1(t) = 1, and S = 1, f1(x) = 1, such that Bu(t, x) = u11 describes

a constant contact angle in time and space. For the setting B, i.e. controls that depend

on space, but that are constant in time, we use R = 1, g1(t) = 1 and S ≥ 1, while the

setting C, i.e. the same contact angle on the whole boundary, that might change over time,

we use R ≥ 1 and S = 1, f1(x) = 1. Finally, for setting D we use R ≥ 1 and S ≥ 1.
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Moreover, we only consider controls, that are piecewise constant with respect to time and

space, respectively. Thus if we use S controls over the time horizon T , we use gs(t) = χIs .

Here, χIs denotes the indicator function of the interval Is = ( s−1
S
T, s

S
T ], i.e. χIs(t) = 1 if

t ∈ Is and χIs(t) = 0 if t 6∈ Is. The same structure is used with respect to space.

Modelling the Dynamics and Shape of the Droplet ϕ

In general, we can apply every model which provides the dynamic position and shape of the

droplet in sufficient accuracy as well as the gradient for the optimization to calculate optimal

controls. Droplets and curved interfaces in the relevant physical sizes of nanometers to

millimeters are most often described by either the lattice Boltzmann model3–6 or continuum

models based on the Navier–Stokes equations5,20,27 or simplifications, i.e., thin-film equations.

The models can contain expansions to cope with additional difficulties like contact angle

hysteresis34, or electrostatics31. The representation of the gas-liquid interface in continuum

models can be further subdivided into sharp and diffuse interface methods. For an in-depth

description of these methods we refer to the review by Wörner 35.

In the following, we apply a diffuse interface model based on the Cahn–Hilliard–Navier–

Stokes (CHNS) equations. In contrast to many other methods, the Cahn–Hilliard equation

allows the contact line to move naturally on the solid surface due to a diffusive flux across

the interface even if no-slip is assumed36. As summarized in the review by Wörner, the

Cahn–Hilliard–Navier–Stokes (CHNS) equations can easily handle topological changes of

the interface (merging and breakup)37, the contact line can be accurately represented38 and

the interface is implicitly tracked without any prior knowledge of the position. Furthermore,

one of the major advantages is, that the formulation of the surface tension force in the

Navier–Stokes (NS) equation exactly conserves both the surface tension energy and kinetic

energy. This can reduce spurious currents, which are purely artificial velocities around the

interface, to the level of the truncation error even for low Capillary numbers39,40. The droplet

is described by a smooth indicator function that can be directly used in (P). In the following,
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we give a brief introduction of this model. Further details about the gradient of our model

needed in the optimization routine we refer to our recent work29.

Forward Model

In this section, we introduce the model for the evolution of the droplet that is used throughout

this work. We consider a phase field model, coupling the incompressible Navier–Stokes

equations with the Cahn–Hilliard equation36,41,42. Compared to sharp interface methods,

phase field methods replace the infinitely thin layer (interface) between gas and liquid by

a transition region with positive thickness. Moreover, they describe the distribution of the

different fluids by a smooth indicator function (phase field) and do not explicitly involve

the location of the transition region. It follows, that all physical properties like density or

viscosity vary continuously across the interface and can be described in terms of the phase

field.

The liquid droplet and the surrounding air are modeled as Newtonian, isotherm, im-

miscible and incompressible fluids. In this work, the common incompressible, single-field

Navier–Stokes (NS) equation is combined with the convective Cahn–Hilliard (CH) equation

to describe the interface dynamics. To describe the spatial distribution of the two phases

(liquid and gas) with a single variable, an order parameter or phase field ϕ is introduced as

ϕ(x, t) =


−1 for pure phase 1 at (x, t), called gas ,

+1 for pure phase 2 at (x, t), called liquid .
(2)

Note that this method postulates the existence of a diffuse interface Γε between the two

phases where both phases are present. In this region ϕ ∈ (−1, 1) holds. See Figure 3 for

a sketch of ϕ. Since ϕ is assumed to be continuous across the diffuse interface, we can

interpret its zero-level line as a sharp separation line between gas and liquid and use this line
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to present numerical results. Finally we stress, that ϕ is the outcome of the forward model

and its structure is thus generated by the forward model. The further primal variables are

gas

liquid 1

−1

ϕ

Γε

Figure 3: A sketch of the phase field approach. On the left, the two-phase distribution with
gas and liquid phase is depicted together with the diffuse interface that separates the two
phases, indicated by the dotted lines. On the right, a blow-up of ϕ accross this interface Γε.
We have ϕ = 1 in the liquid phase and ϕ = −1 in the gas phase.

given by the velocity field v, the pressure field p, and the chemical potential µ. In this work

a thermodynamically consistent diffuse interface model for large density differences between

gas and liquid41 is applied

ρ∂tv + (ρv + J)∇v − div (2ηDv) +∇p = −ϕ∇µ+ ρg , (3)

−div(v) = 0 , (4)

∂tϕ+ v∇ϕ− b∆µ = 0 , (5)

−σε∆ϕ+
σ

ε
W ′(ϕ) = µ , (6)

which is closed with the initial data and boundary conditions42,43,

v(t = 0) = v0 , v = 0 on ∂Ω , (7)

ϕ(t = 0) = ϕ0 , σε∇ϕ · νΩ + γ′u(ϕ) = 0 on ∂Ω , (8)

∇µ · νΩ = 0 on ∂Ω , (9)

where νΩ denotes the outer unit normal on the computational domain. We use the abbre-

viations J := −b ∂ρ
∂ϕ
∇µ, where b denotes the constant mobility in the Cahn–Hilliard model

to be explained below, and 2Dv := ∇v + (∇v)t. The gravitational acceleration is denoted
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by g and p = pphys − µϕ is a shifted pressure, where pphys denotes the physical pressure.

The density function is denoted by ρ ≡ ρ(ϕ) > 0 and satisfies ρ(−1) = ρg and ρ(1) = ρl,

with ρg, ρl denoting the constant densities of the two involved fluids, i.e. gas and liquid. It

is a linear function with respect to ϕ. The viscosity function is η ≡ η(ϕ) > 0 and satisfies

η(−1) = ηg and η(1) = ηl, with ηg, ηl denoting the viscosities of the involved fluids. Here, ρ

and η are given by

ρ(ϕ) :=
ρl + ρg

2
+
ρl − ρg

2
ϕ, η(ϕ) :=

ηl + ηg
2

+
ηl − ηg

2
ϕ. (10)

In summary, (3)–(4) describe the Navier–Stokes equation with a spacially varying density ρ

and a spacially varying viscosity η. Thus we use one model to describe the velocity in both

gas and liquid. Additionally there appear two non-standard terms. The first is the small

additional flux J that stems from additional transport that is introduced by the diffuse

interface method. The second is the term ϕ∇µ that is a model for the interfacial forces

steming from surface tension σ between liquid and gas. Notice that the variable µ scales

with σ, which can be seen by investigating (6).

The functionW (ϕ) denotes a dimensionless potential of double-well type with two minima

at ϕ = ±1. Here, we choose

W (ϕ) :=


1
4
(1− ϕ2)2 if |ϕ| ≤ 1,

(|ϕ| − 1)2 else,
(11)

see Figure 4. This term leads to the phase field structure of the phase field ϕ with its distinct

values ϕ = ±1 for the pure phases.

The constant σ = cWσlg denotes the surface tension between liquid and gas, where σlg

denotes the physical value of the surface tension and the constant cW is a necessary scaling

of the physical surface tension that appears from the diffuse interface approach. For the

potential (11) cW is given by cW = 3
2
√

2
44. The constant ε is proportional to the thickness
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ϕ−1 1

W

Figure 4: The double-well potential W .

of the diffuse transition zone between gas and liquid. For ε → 0, i.e. if the transition zone

between gas and liquid becomes small, at least formally a consistent sharp interface model

can be recovered41,45. Finally the constant b = mε, m > 0 denotes the constant mobility of

particles in the Cahn–Hilliard equation with transport (5)–(6).

In the Cahn–Hilliard equation, the phase field evolves by two flux processes, namely it is

transported by the velocity field v which is described by the term v∇ϕ and additionally by its

intrinsic flux b∇µ. The latter is a flux, that tends to minimize the curvature of the interface

between the two phases. The Cahn–Hilliard equation without transport is commonly derived

as a mass-conserving gradient flow that minimizes the length of the interface between gas

and liquid.

Finally, the wall potential is denoted by γ and interpolates smoothly between the solid-

liquid and solid-gas surface energies. The expression for γ is given by

γu(ϕ) =
σsl + σsg

2
+ σgl(cos θeq +Bu)ϑ(ϕ) (12)

where ϑ is a smooth monotonically increasing function with ϑ(−1) = −1
2
and ϑ(1) = 1

2

such that γu(−1) = 1
2
(σsl + σsg − σgl(cos θeq + Bu)) = σsg is satisfied by Young’s law, i.e.

σsl−σsg = σlg(cos θeq +Bu), and γu(1) = σsl holds by the same arguments. Here θeq denotes

the static equilibrium contact angle between the solid and the interface and is measured

in the liquid phase, while σsg denotes the surface tension between solid and gas, and σsl

denotes the surface tension between solid and liquid. Further, Bu denotes some change of

the contact angle due to the applied control. Note the close resemblance of our formulation
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of (12) and the Young-Lippmann equation for basic electrowetting31. It follows, that the

calculated controls u can be readily implemented in electrowetting devices.

Finally we note, that an expression for ϑ can for example be derived based on the assump-

tion of equipartition of energy, i.e., ε
2
|∇ϕ|2 ≈ 1

ε
W (ϕ)46. This leads to ϑ′(ϕ) = cW

√
2W (ϕ).

In Figure 5 we depict the local situation at the contact line and show a sketch of γu. The

boundary data (8) models a static contact angle of θeq, for simplicity. This can be extended

to contain contact line hysteresis44.

σsggas
(ϕ ≡ −1)

σsl liquid
(ϕ ≡ 1)

σgl

solid

θeq

σsg − σsl = σgl cos θeq
ϕ

σsl

σsg

−1 1

γ(ϕ)

Figure 5: The local situation at the contact line, including Young’s law on the left. On the
right a sketch of γ accross the interface.

For further details about the model as well as different bulk and wall potentials we

refer to Bonart et al. 44. Applications of the model include rising bubbles44,47, the pinning

of droplets48, and thin liquid films49. Especially for a comparison with sharp interface

simulations and experimental measurements without contact line motion, see50.

The model (3)–(6) can be derived purely from thermodynamic principles41,42. Here it is

postulated, that the system in the whole domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω can be described by the

following sum of kinetic energy and Helmholtz free energy functional of Ginzburg–Landau

type51

E =
1

2

∫
Ω

ρ|v|2 dx +σ

∫
Ω

(
ε−1W (ϕ) + ε|∇ϕ|2

)
dx +

∫
∂Ω

γ ds . (13)

Note that the second integral can be shown to relate to the length of the interface between

liquid and gas.
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Numerical Implementation and Solution

For the solution of the optimization problem (P) we apply the software IPOPT52. To utilize

the efficient, gradient-based quasi-Newton method in IPOPT, we require the evaluation of

the gradient of J . Here we use adjoint calculus to efficiently evaluate this object32,33. In

turn, evaluation of the gradient requires one solve of the forward model and additionally the

evluation of the so called adjoint equation. The adjoint and the gradient for (P) are derived

using standard methods from adjoint calculus and follow directly from the discrete forward

model and the functional. We refer to29,53 for the model-specific mathematical details. Note,

that the problem (P) is non-convex. As common for these type of optimization problems we

can only expect to achieve a local minimizer and multiple solutions in dependence on the

initial guess are possible.

For the numerical implementation and solution of the forward and adjoint models we

apply the finite element package FEniCS 2019.1.054,55. See our recent works for a discus-

sion of numerical schemes to solve the forward model (3) – (6)29,44. For the solution of the

arising linear systems and subsystems the software suite PETSc 3.8.456–58 is used. Common

for Newton-based methods, the optimization is conducted iteratively. In every step, we have

to solve the forward and adjoint model to calculate the gradient. Note, that almost all the

computing time is spend in the solution of the forward and adjoint models. Therefore, the

total calculation time needed for the optimization greatly depends on highly optimized solu-

tion strategies for the forward model and the adjoint equation. Our results were calculated

on simple workstations utilizing only a single core and took at most four hours to finish.

Optimal Control of Droplets

In this section we demonstrate the applicability of our approach and framework. At first,

the general setup is described. Then we describe the results for the design cases A and B

as well as the active control cases C and D. Finally, we extend the first example to sliding
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droplets. Especially, for the pinning of the sliding droplet the most complex case D with its

spatial and temporally varying contact angles is vital.

General Setup

Table 1 states the physical and numerical parameters applied throughout this section. Ex-

emplarily, we used a water droplet with a diameter ld = 5 mm surrounded by air on a solid

surface with θeq = 90◦. The time step was set to τ = 0.001 s. An adaptive mesh was utilized

so that the interface between gas and liquid was resolved with at least four cells at all times

(hmin = 0.04 mm).

Table 1: Physical and numerical parameters of droplet (water), surrounding gas (air) and
solid surface.

ld/mm σgl/mN m−1 ρl/kg m−3 ηl/mPa s ρg/kg m−3 ηg/mPa s g/m s−2 θeq/
◦

5 72.86 998 1.0 1.2 0.018 9.81 90

ε/mm b/m3 J−1 mm2 s−1 τ/s hmin/mm

0.2 0.04 0.001 0.04

The desired shapes ϕd were created by simulating the forward model (3)–(6) from a

suitable initial value, which is specified for the individual setups, until the equilibrium droplet

shape was reached.

The values of R and S for the four control cases are given in Table 2 for the two nu-

merical examples. In both examples the stripes as well as the switching points were equally

distributed over the length of the bottom wall and the time horizon of I = [0.0, T ] with

T = 1 s, respectively.

The weight ω was chosen as

ω(t) =


1 if t ∈ (0, 0.8)s,

105 if t ∈ [0.8, 1.0]s,

(14)
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to promote a good matching of ϕ and ϕd at the end of the optimization horizon between

0.8 s and 1.0 s. Note, that the high value of the weight is quite arbitrary and setting smaller

values results in almost the same controls. We stopped the optimizer as soon as the initial

gradient ∇J was reduced by a factor of 1
100

.

Table 2: Values of R and S for the control cases A to D for both problems.

Prob. 1 Prob. 2

A B C D D

R 1 1 5 5 10
S 1 5 1 5 10

Droplet on a Horizontal Surface

At first, we report on the optimal control of the first example. The domain was of dimension

Ω = ld× ld and we made use of the symmetrical droplet. In this way, we assumed symmetric

conditions at the left side of the domain and solid walls at the top, bottom and right side of

the domain. The bottom wall contained the control of the contact angle. The desired shape

ϕd with an equilibrium contact angle of 135◦ is shown as the dashed line in Figure 6. In the

first row of Figure 6 the initial droplets with Bu = 0 and θeq = 90◦ are shown. The values

for R and S for the control cases are given in Table 2. In this example, at most five stripes

with each five switching points in time were considered.

We discuss the following aspects of our numerical results:

Resulting Droplet Shapes The droplet shapes calculated with the resulting optimal

control values Bu for the cases A to D are depicted in Figure 6. The solid lines represent

the isolines where ϕ = 0. We show the shape and position of the droplet at five instances in

time. Note, that only the relevant clipping of Ω is displayed in Figure 6.
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Relative Mismatch The relative mismatch between the actual droplet and the desired

shape over time,

∆ϕ(t)

∆ϕ0
=

√∫
Ω

(ϕ(t)− ϕd)2 dx∫
Ω

(ϕ0 − ϕd)2 dx
, (15)

which is normalized with the mismatch at t = 0.0 s, is displayed in the top part of Figure 8.

Optimal Controls The corresponding optimal controls Bu for the cases A to D are plotted

in Figure 7. In the first two columns the controls are constant in time, whereas the controls

are constant in space in the first and third column. The dashed lines represent the control

which was used to create the desired shape ϕd (i.e., cos(135◦) ≈ −0.7071).

Relative Controller Strength The relative controller strength per time interval r is

calculated with

Er
EA

=

1
S

√∑S
s=1 u

2
rs

|uA|
. (16)

The control strength per time interval is normalized to the (constant) control strength needed

in case A. We further assume, that the control costs scale linearly with the length of the

control domain, which leads to the normalization with 1
S
in the numerator. It is plotted in

the lower part of Figure 8.

Cases A and B

Comparing the design cases A and B (first and second column in Figure 6) it is evident that

the droplet behave almost identical: the shapes and the positions of the contact lines are

very similar. The desired shape is reached with very high accuracy after a short time (see

t = 0.4 s) in both cases. The mismatches ∆ϕ displayed in the top part of Figure 8 (solid

lines with triangular and circular markers) decline with the same slope over time and reach
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almost zero at around t = 0.4 s.

Now we focus on the first and second column of Figure 7 to include the optimal controls

into our discussion. In case A we only allowed for a single control action for the whole surface

and time horizon. Subsequently, only one value is displayed in column one. As expected

from the shape of the droplet, the control value is very close to the value which was used to

create the desired droplet ϕd, see the dashed line in the lower left panel of Figure 7.

In case B the stripe between 2 mm and 3 mm has a control value which is slightly lower

than the equilibrium value obtained again in the stripe [1, 2]mm. This results in a more

rapid receding of the droplet on that stripe in case B. However, as the droplet spends only

little time on that stripe the influence on the overall dynamics of the droplet are low. Since

in case B only a portion of the bottom controls are active at any time, the controller strength

is significantly lower compared to case A, see the lower part of Figure 8.

Cases C and D

From comparing the shape of the droplets in the active cases C and D (third and fourth

column in Figure 6) we again notice that the droplets behave almost identical: the shapes

and the positions of the contact lines are very similar. The desired shape is reached relatively

late but still a very high accuracy after t = 0.8 s in both cases. This stems from the weight ω

defined above, which was strongly penalizing the interval [0.8, 1.0]. Before 0.6 s the droplets

do not move at all. This can be seen by looking at the mismatches of ϕ displayed in the

top part of Figure 8 (solid lines with rectangular and open circular markers). Until 0.6 s

the mismatch gets even higher than the initial mismatch. This is due to the initial droplet

adapting to gravity. The subsequent decline however is very rapid and happens with almost

the same slope over time for the cases C and D. Finally, it reaches a small value at around

t = 0.8 s.

By investigating the controls in the third and fourth column of Figure 7 the explanation

for the observed droplet shapes becomes obvious. In the first three intervals the control
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action is approximately zero. Only for the last intervals control actions are needed to reach

the desired shape in time. This leads to very low relative controller strengths required to

reach the optimization target, see the lower panel of Figure 8. The most complex control

sequence is calculated in case D. Here, the droplet moves in a very versatile and controlled

fashion until it reaches the desired shape with a very low relative controller strength.

For all cases A to D we were able to calculate optimal controls to reach the desired shape

for a specific time interval: the shapes of the droplets match the desired shape in all cases

almost perfectly (Figure 6) and the mismatch gets very low (Figure 8, top). In cases C and

D, the mismatch decreases slower than in cases A and B. This indicates, that a shorter time

horizon would be sufficient for the control task. In all cases the final control values for the

stripe between 1 mm and 2 mm is almost the same as the one used for the desired shape

(Figure 7). This is expected, since the desired shape is stable situation with a constant

contact angle. Moreover, the final contact point is located in this stripe, thus defining the

shape of the droplet. Subsequently, the required relative controller strengths in the cases

C and D are much smaller than in the cases A and B (Figure 8, bottom). This is due to

the fact, that the more complex controls can act more locally precise with respect to space

and time. Thus they are not active (i.e. Bu = 0) in large parts of the spatial and temporal

domain.

Pinning a Sliding Droplet

To demonstrate the general applicability of our approach we extend the example discussed

above to the optimal pinning of a sliding droplet. The pinning of a sliding droplet at a

specific position on a solid surface while maintaining a desired shape can have interesting

implications for technical applications. At the same time, this is a challenging task.

The domain was of dimension Ω = 2ld × ld. We assumed symmetric conditions at the

left side of the domain and solid walls at the top, bottom and right side of the domain. The

inclined bottom wall contained the control of the contact angle. The inclination of the plate
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was 45◦ to the horizontal. Exemplary, we used the dashed line in Figure 9 as the desired shape

ϕd at this position on the inclined surface. The desired droplet was produced by simulating

the forward model from a cap-shaped droplet at (x, y) = (1.25ld, 0) with Bu = −0.7071 and

θeq = 90◦. In the first row of Figure 9 the initial droplets at t = 0 and (x, y) = (0.75ld, 0)

with Bu = 0 and θeq = 90◦ are shown. The values for R and S are given in Table 2. We

considered ten stripes with each ten switching points in time. The stripes as well as the

switching points were equally distributed over the space of 10 mm and the time horizon of

1 s.

Note, that a steady droplet with the desired shape on the inclined surface under the

influence of gravity is physically impossible. However, in this example, we just want to enforce

an as symmetrical droplet as possible at a specific time and location on the inclined surface.

If follows, that the droplet by no means has to be in equilibrium and steady at the final

time. We have specifically chosen this example to demonstrate the, sometimes surprising,

capabilities of optimal active control. Specifying a desired droplet which is physically in

equilibrium would not require active control but merely the design of a patterned wettability

of the surface.

No Control At first we show the droplet sliding down the inclined surface without any

control at all (Bu = 0 for all times), see the first column in Figure 9. Secondly, one might

naively set the control to the finally desired contact angle of 135◦. This is displayed in the

second column. In both cases the droplet is far from the desired shape as well as the desired

position at the specified time. It is clearly evident that finding the right control actions by

trial-and-error might be certainly cumbersome. Furthermore, we do not only want to obtain

any controls but the controls which minimize the functional (P).

Optimal Control In the third column of Figure 9 the droplet’s isolines calculated from

the optimal control action are displayed. We notice, that in the optimal case we match the

desired shape at the desired position very well between 0.8 s and 1.0 s. Comparing this to the
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naive approaches with Bu = 0 and Bu = −0.7071 the improvement is tremendous. During

the sliding and pinning the droplet exhibits multiple surprising shapes resulting from the

strong impact of the control actions on the droplet. The control actions are needed due to

the desired shape being far from the steady shape of a droplet in equilibrium on an inclined

surface.

The control actions Bu in each time interval are shown in the last column of Figure 9

It is striking how complex these optimal controls Bu are. We would have found this very

difficult and costly to find this control action by trial-and-error. While pulled by gravity,

each of the droplet’s contact points are forced to recede and spread multiple times. See for

example between 0.4 s and 0.6 s the stripes between 1 mm to 2 mm and 7 mm to 8 mm. The

control action jumps from between large and small values, which leads to the pinning of the

contact points.

Discussion and Conclusion

In this work we demonstrated for the first time some capabilities of optimal control of

both the shape and position of a droplet. Therefore, we considered the active control of a

sliding droplet using temporally and spatially varying optimal contact angle distributions. In

this basic example common for droplet-based microfluidics the droplet slides on an inclined

surface and gets pinned at a specific position with a desired shape. We specifically chose

a desired shape which is far from the steady shape of a droplet on an inclined wall in

equilibrium. In our demonstration, the position and shape of the droplet matched the desired

properties very well. The dynamics of the droplets were calculated using a phase field model.

We solved the optimal control problem using a quasi-Newton method. The gradients were

calculated using the adjoints. The resulting controls were profoundly complex and would

not have been found by trial-and-error.

Our work indicates that optimal control of droplets or curved interfaces is feasible and
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Figure 6: Development of the receding droplets over time for the optimization cases A to D.
Due to the symmetric droplet only the right half of the isoline for ϕ = 0 is displayed. The
desired shape and position of the droplet ϕd is included as the dashed line.

allows for interesting applications. This includes to utilize optimal control in highly precise

optofluidic applications13 or microfluidic devices59 Two main challenges have to be tackled

for this kind of optimal control applications. The first one is the prediction of the shape and

position of the curved interface with sufficient accuracy. The second challenge is posed by

the calculation time required for the forward and adjoint model. The calculation is compu-

tationally very expensive and takes most of the time during the optimization. Furthermore,

it depends on the required accuracy, e.g., time step width or grid size.

We showed, that the offline calculation of optimal control strategies and designs is already
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feasible while using the highly-accurate forward model based on the Cahn–Hilliard–Navier–

Stokes equations together with the gradient-based optimization strategy. Even more precise

representations of the droplet or curved interface do not change the proposed optimal control

methods. This allows for example to account for contact angles hysteresis by adapting the

forward model. However, for the precise online control including a feedback loop and droplets

in 3D the computational speed is prohibitive. Model-order reduction might be a remedy to

speed up the calculation of the forward and adjoint model in 3D.

In order for our proposed approach to inspire new experimental approaches and enable

detailed functionalities, more in-depth research is required. This includes the individual

aspects of the optimization concept but also the forward modelling and practical demonstra-

tions. For example, by adopting optimal experimental design the number of required control

stripes on the surface could be part of the optimization itself. In addition, manufacturing or

cost constraints could be included and deliver more practical solutions. In this way, the opti-
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mization could help experimenters in the design of their experimental setups and parameter

studies to reduce the cost and time.
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